
Rule 2119. Argument.

* * * * *

(b) Citations of authorities.—Citations of authorities must set forth the principle for which 
they are cited. Citations of uncodified statutes shall make reference to the book and 
page of the Laws of Pennsylvania (Pamphlet Laws) or other official edition, and also to 
a standard digest, where the statutes may be found. Citations of provisions of the 
Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes may be in the form: ‘‘1 Pa.C.S. § 1928 (rule of strict 
and liberal construction)’’ and the official codifications of other jurisdictions may be cited 
similarly.  Quotations from authorities or statutes shall also set forth the pages from 
which they are taken.  Opinions of an appellate court of this or another jurisdiction shall 
be cited from the National Reporter System, if published therein[, and to the official 
reports of Pennsylvania appellate courts, if published therein]. 

* * * * *

Official Note:  

[Based on former Supreme Court Rule 55, former Superior Court Rule 45 and 
former Commonwealth Court Rule 95.  The requirement for parallel citation to the 
Atlantic Reporter is extended to the Supreme Court and the Commonwealth Court 
and the related certificate of nonpublication in the official reports has been 
omitted.  The requirement of former Superior Court Rule 45 that a party print in 
bold face up to three citations under each head chiefly relied upon, has been 
omitted.  Counsel having available the Atlantic Reporter can readily obtain the 
official citation from cross-reference sheets ordinarily pasted on the flyleaf of 
each Atlantic Reporter volume; counsel having the official reports available can 
obtain the Atlantic Reporter citation from cross-references available in Shepard’s 
Pennsylvania Citations - Case Edition or the National Reporter Blue Book.]

The 2014 amendment to paragraph (b) eliminated the requirement for parallel 
citation to the Pennsylvania State Reports, which is the official court reports of 
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, the Pennsylvania Superior Court Reports, 
which had been the official court reports of the Pennsylvania Superior Court, and 
the Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court Reports, which had been the official 
court reports of the Commonwealth Court.

In some circumstances an appellant may have a right to appellate review of the 
discretionary aspects of a sentence.  See Official Note to Pa.R.A.P. 341 [note to Rule 
341 (final orders generally)]. In such cases a citation to the controlling authority will 
suffice for purposes of [Subdivision] paragraph (f).




